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“ Thank you  
 Scott, you  
 saved my life”
I say these words, to myself, frequently. The sad irony is 
that the person they are aimed at will never hear them, 
he took his own life last May. He was Scott Hutchison, 
lead singer with Frightened Rabbit, and his death saved 
my life.

I never met Scott but was a huge fan of his band and 
more importantly his lyrics, I saw them perform a couple 
of times, and each time it felt very cathartic. He wrote 
from the heart, and the lyrics whilst sometimes very 
funny, were always very serious and painfully true. Much 
has been written about him, a lot by people who knew 
him and had had the pleasure of his company. They tell 
tales of a man, who loved people, loved being in their 
company, a born story teller who would do anything for 
anyone. A man who was filled with depression, anxiety 
and who eventually could only see one way out.

I didn’t know him, so can only write from my perspective, 
as a fan of this genius lyricist, as someone who knew 
exactly how he felt, and as someone he saved.

On the night of May 9th 2018, Scott sent a couple of 
troubling tweets “Be so good to everyone you love. It’s 
not a given. I’m so annoyed that it’s not. I didn’t live by 
that standard and it kills me. Please, hug your loved 
ones”, followed by “I’m away now. Thanks.” He then left 
the Hotel in South Queensferry and was never seen alive 
again. His body was discovered May 10th at 8.30pm in the 
Forth near Port Edgar.

I remember hearing the news early on the 10th that he had 
disappeared, and despite my head telling me it would be 
fine, my heart told a different story. Having read so much 
about him in the previous years, and knowing how honest 
his lyrics are, this news of his disappearance just pointed 
to one inevitable outcome. Once the news broke that 
they had found his body, mine and everyone else that 
loved Scott had their worse fears confirmed. Another 
suicide to add to the ever-increasing list of the biggest 
killer of men in this country, and yet another high-profile 
singer who could no longer cope with everyday life.

At this time, I was struggling, work was relentless, and I 
couldn’t cope. I had financial problems, all self-inflicted 
and started to struggle with serious anxiety attacks. 
I had always been slightly anxious, and constantly 
struggled with self-belief and confidence – despite being 
in a job which is largely customer facing and where you 
must be an outgoing confident person, I had managed 
to find a work persona to deal with this. But, steadily 
and painfully this started to disappear, leaving me 
defenceless and open to harm. I started to miss work for 
the silliest of reasons or making up excuses to not go in 
or to leave early. I was struggling to commute, having 
panic attacks during rush hour and trying to totally avoid 
the underground system.

My moods were extreme, either stupidly happy or 

crushingly low, I was exhausted in just trying to control 
them. But then I couldn’t sleep as my mind wouldn’t 
switch off, so my exhaustion just got worse and worse. 
This then impacted on my health, and my long-term back 
injury started to flare up again.

I’d previously had suicidal thoughts, lots of what if’s 
whilst waiting for a train or standing by the side of a busy 
road. But these were fleeting moments that vanished 
as soon as they had appeared. Now though, they 
weren’t fleeting, they were there constantly, I’ve said 
it before, but it was like two voices fighting for control 
over whether I lived or died, and I had no say in their 
argument.

I had been listening to Frightened Rabbit more and more 
during this time, and slowly realising Scott was singing 
about me, well not directly but I understood all that he 
was saying, I’d always related to the lyrics but now I fully 
understood why. I read the press articles about him, the 
words his friends were saying about him, their grief, their 
pain, and realised they could have so easily been talking 
about me. If you read some of the interviews since his 
death, people like Frank Turner, Biffy Clyro, The Twilight 
Sad, how they describe Scott is how most of my friends 
would describe me. It wasn’t a bolt of lightening moment, 
where suddenly a light bulb went on in my head. But, 
over the next few days, weeks I started to understand 
things more, and realised why I related so much to Scott, 
his lyrics and sadly his death. 

I lay bed one morning, not able to move, sickness in my 
stomach and acid in my throat. Tears rolling down my 
cheeks and a scream inside fighting to get out. I knew 
I had 2 options, seek help or end it all. I chose help, 
and never regret that choice. Over the next few days 
when I told people what I had been going through, I 
used the story of Scott to explain why I had suddenly 
asked for help, and why I hadn’t spoken out before (I 
don’t think I need to explain the whole men/feelings 
conundrum). I watched as my wife went through stages 
of anger, regret, denial and some acceptance all the one 
conversation. I saw my Mum whom I thought wouldn’t 
understand, suddenly show a side I had never seen from 
her, a caring, loving, concerned side. I saw my oldest 
friends just relieved that I had said something, and so 
caring at that moment and since then.

I’ve since met a group of people whom understand 
all that I have been through, and all that I continue to 
struggle with, and whom I feel closer to than any friends 
before in some respects.

So, the sad thing is that I can’t thank Scott, I can’t buy 
him a pint, give him a hug and say “Thank you Scott, you 
saved my life” – What I can do is continue to listen to his 
music, contribute and promote the charity set up in his 
memory ‘Tiny Changes’, purchase the covers version of 
‘The Midnight Organ Fight’, and keep introducing people 
to his lyrics and hope he can save other lost souls like 
myself.

This article was inspired by a couple articles written 
by the very Talented Peter Ross, one appeared in the 
Guardian and the other is an interview with James 
Graham from the Twilight Sad - I thoroughly recommend 
both.

Written by

Mark Glenister



Bury Tomorrow are an English melodic metalcore band 
from Southampton, consisting of front men Dani Winter-
Bates and Jason Cameron, guitarist Kristan Dawson, 
bass-player Davyd Winter-Bates, and drummer Adam 
Jackson.

This is the second time I’ve seen Bury Tomorrow in Glasgow 
and the energy they bring to the stage is explosive!  I went 
to see these guys on Sat 13th December 2018 and what a 
lineup that was! Bury Tomorrow were on tour with the new 
album Black Flame and the support was outstanding! 

Blood Youth were ready, and the gig was about to start…… 
the stage lit up awaiting Blood Youth and it was clear that 
this night was going to get mental. The band walked on to 
the stage to a great crowd and they really got my attention 
right from the start. These guys have a sound that is hard to 
describe, vocals were clear and even though it was my first 
time hearing the band, I could really get into the songs. The 
guitarist and bassist both going hard and moshing in time 
with Kaya in the middle stood looking right into the crown 
awaiting the beat before launching into some amazingly 
clear metal vocal work that I could understand every word; 
even though extremely heavy! Usually when I go to gigs and 
don’t know the support, I struggle with hearing what the 
vocals are, but this was amazing to hear exactly what he 
was singling! Crisp, clean and tight performance that got 
the crowd pumped at the start of the night! 

The crowd were in for a proper wakeup call! Employed to 
Serve run on the stage encouraging the crowd to get the 
room moving and from the first beat of the drum the place 
got crazy! A massive circle pit was raging, and crowd surfing 
got going within no time! This band was seriously impressive 
to watch live. The sheer energy from all members of the 
band got the place pumped and as I turned to check out 
the fans behind me, it was clear that these guys had some 
serious fans up in Scotland! I was stood to the right of the 
stage and couldn’t stop watching Richard Jacobs (Guitarist) 
who was like a front man the entire gig, yet he had no mic! 
Richard was screaming along as he shredded his guitar 
flawlessly. I was amazed that he could move about, sing and 
play so tight! I could hear his vocals even though he was 
not mic’d up, his energy on stage transferred to crowd. This 
band are so tight. I was honestly amazed at how good they 
were live, and all members of the band were so in tune. I 
found myself standing smiling at the fact these guys love 
what they are doing, and they were amazing live! 

I can’t think of any band out there that will come at you with 
this much energy and play as tight as they did! There was a 

clear message and 
it was enjoy yourself 
and let yourself 
go! The room didn’t 
disappoint as they 
recorded 64 crowd 
surfers during their 
set! 

Sad news to hear 
that Robbie Back 
(Drummer) will be 
leaving the band at 
the end of the tour 
to focus on his family and other 
ventures. The band are a real tight 
group and we wish him well. Seriously 
great drummer and I hope to be hearing 
more of his stuff in the future! 

Lead singer, Justine Jones was doing it 
for the girls, and I say that with massive 
respect because this is by far the most 
amazing female metal vocalist I’ve 
seen and heard live. I would go as far 
to say THE BEST female I’ve ever seen 
front a metal band. I was blown away 
with her vocals and range! I know I’ve 
used this word a lot during the review 
but the energy from all members of this 
band was outstanding! 

I managed to catch up with Sammy 
Urwin after the gig and it’s so great to 
see someone so happy doing what he 
does! Sammy gets the place going to 
the next level. Big things will come for 
this band as they know how to bring it! 
I will be following this band and hope to 
see them again soon. 

Bury Tomorrow…These guys BRING IT! 
Dani encourages everyone in the room to 
have an amazing night! Dani really shows 
his fans that he is there to enjoy his time 
with them! He is a great front man and 
knows how to treat his fans and also  
anyone that is there for the first time. If 
you’re at the gig to see the support acts,  
I can guarantee you go home a Bury 
Tomorrow fan! Dani also gave respect to 
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the staff that work hard at SGW3. 
The amount of crowd surfing at this 

gig was keeping them extremely 
busy! 

Bury Tomorrow came with an early 
Xmas treat, Dani announced that they 
will play the BLACK FLAME album 
back-to-back the way it was meant to 
be played! The one thing I’ve noticed 
about lead vocalist Dani is his energy 
and it’s so infectious. He can get the 
entire room bouncing! 

During the set there was a pause 
as Dani opened up the pit for 
a special occasion. A BT fan 
entered the pit and took the mic 

and went down on one knee to 
propose, she said Yeeeeeees! 
Phew! Jason (guitarist/vocals 
congratulated the couple and 
dedicated ‘YOU AND I’ to them. 

The energy in the room was 
at 11. A massive circle pit was 
spinning with crowd surfers 
heading to the stage like they 
were on a conveyor belt. The 
crowd were in for a treat after 
BT played the full Black Flame 

album set.

Dani took some time to speak the 
crown on a personal note but also to 
reach out to anyone having a hard 
time, feeling low or struggling with 
mental health. Dani said “Music saves 
lives, I was in a real dark place in my 
life a few years back and I found a 
way through it. You guys are why I am 
here”. 

After hearing the full album played, I 
was expecting one or two extra songs, 

but Jason announced FOUR songs to 
the crowds delight! The sweat dripping 
from all members of the band and 
the energy cranked up to 11 again the 
crowd were in for another gift. It was 
like Xmas in a mosh pit! The second 
last song of the night was ‘The Grey’ 
(VIXI) Bury Tomorrows latest song and 
the first time the crowd were going 
to hear it live! This was the song that 
Dani said he wrote about his time in a 
dark place in his life! VIXI screamed 
at the start of the song got the place 
in full swing again and many in need 
of water with so much energy in the 
room. Respect to the staff at SGW3 
for keeping everyone safe as the 
crowd had an amazing night doing 
what metal fans do best! After the 
show it was amazing to see the bands 
taking the time to sign albums, take 
some pictures and chat with their fans! 
RESPECT! 

Big shout out again to all the staff at 
SGW3, the staff were amazing and 
great to see the metal fans having 
fun! Two words to sum up the night 
ENERGY and TIGHT! 

All content © Silence Is The Enemy.  
Not to be reproduced in part or in 
whole without the express written 
permission of Silence Is The Enemy.
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After reforming in 2015 after a 
long 24 year hiatus British thrash 
titans Acid Reign deliver The Age Of 
Entitlement, the bands first album 
in 29 years and featuring only 
original member vocalist Howard 
“H” Smith. The Age Of Entitlement 
was released 27 September 2019 
via Dissonance Productions. I share 
my thoughts below.

‘T.A.O.E’ enters the fold with a 
crescendo drum groove that is 
joined with bass and guitar that 
has the classic metal vibe. I can see 
this being the live intro also, great 
sounding production that it’s hard to 
believe it’s from a band that hasn’t 
released material in a whopping 29 
years! Great suspense leaving an 
impression. 

Instantly hitting into ‘The New Low’ 
that displays a strong taste of classic 
thrash elements but with a killer 
modern sound and production. Nice 
low end that provides a full sound 
yet remaining a trash vibe. Great 
gang vocals that sends a message! 
Thrash aint dead!

“I AM A  “I AM A  
HAMMER HAMMER 

AND LIFE IS AND LIFE IS 
NAIL”NAIL”

‘#newagenarcissist’ delivers a beefy 
groove driven vibe that features 
some interesting lyric choices. 
Matching the song title artwork I 
assume it is a theme of modern life 
and the influence of social media and 
the internet. “I am a hammer and life 
is nail”,  a lyric among others suggest 
the competiveness and selfishness 
of modern society. A solid track with 
a genuine message its great to hear 
a classic band that isn’t lost in the 
past!

‘Blood Makes Noise’ strikes me 
as thrash track that could pass as 
a punk track capturing the early 
elements of the sound, yet packing 
a decent punch with the production 
felling full and round.

Other stand out tracks ‘Hardship’, 
‘United Hates’ and ‘Ripped Apart’.

I thoroughly enjoyed The Age Of 
Entitlement as it is a solid effort 
from Acid Reign that displays a band 

hitting hard after a lengthy hiatus 
with a fresh sound that isn’t tired or 
redundant, with some of the tracks 
having the potential of becoming 
modern anthems. The energy, 
songwriting quality  and production 
are on top form I can see myself 
revisiting the album.

Buy The Age Of Entitlement 
https://acidreign1.bandcamp.com/

Social Media 
https://www.facebook.com/acid.
reign.thrash/

https://twitter.com/
AcidReignUKAC?s=09

Website 
https://acidreign1.bandcamp.com/
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Flirting With Disaster are a band who 
you have likely not heard of before, 
unless you are from New Zealand, know 
someone from New Zealand or know 
me. I personally am always raving to 
everyone I meet who like their music 
to have a search on the music scene in 
Aotearoa.

For some unknown reason, it just doesn’t 
seem that many artists make it outside of 
their small island which is a real shame. 
It doesn’t matter which genre of music 
you listen to, there are so many quality 
artists packed into the tiny little land 
mass down under that are just crying out 
to be heard worldwide.

FWD are one such band, formed of 
members from other kiwi bands The 
Rabble, False Start and Broken Avenue. 
I guess in a sense, we could call them a 
North Island supergroup. 

I have kept myself in touch with the 
music scene there since I backpacked 
around there a while back when I came 
across the band The Rabble. Their raw 
punk edge met with lead singer Chazz 
Rabbles big traditional mohawk was 
something I wasn’t expecting to come 
across as I made my way around the 
islands. 

Fast forward a few years and we get to 
the end of 2019 as Flirting With Disaster 
return with latest album Redundant. 
Does it continue with the quality I have 
come to expect from the country and the 
band?

Well, on first click of the play button, we 
are greeted with a pleasant 28 second 
introduction of Looking At Life. Chazz 
vocals and solo guitar playing hinting 
towards exactly what you are about to 
be treated to over the next 19 tracks 

featured here. You know that feeling you 
got when you first heard the song Father 
of All by Green Day? You know… that 
feeling of uncertainty? The kind of, what 
the hell have they done feeling? Then 
it kind of grows on you? Well, doesn’t 
happen here. There is no mistaking this is 
going to be a banger of a pop punk album 
(do we even still call it pop punk?) 

Track after track it is an absolute belter, 
I’m writing this as I listen to the album 
for the first time to write my raw first 
impression. I’m currently on track 8, 
You’re Out Of The Band. Ive still not 
come across anything negative to say. I 
could easily write up about every single 
track on this record, however if I were 
to do that, it would take away from the 
sheer enjoyment that comes across from 
listening to it. 

Now it’s time to get critical about it. 

What do I look for in a pop punk album? 
I want fast guitars and drums, words I 
can sing along to easily at gigs. I want an 
energy that will get my feet off the floor 
at a show. I want sub 4 minute songs. I 
want a production that is professional, 

yet not over produced to resemble 
current pop acts!

Well, just in luck, Redundant is packed 
with all of the above. Out of the 19 tracks 
included, 4 of them cross the 3 minute 
mark, 8 are under the 2 minute mark. The 
energy simply flows from start to finish.

The final track however, Rescue Remedy 
is the only one that breaches the 5 
minute mark. However… it is one of those 
rare exceptions that not many pop punk 
bands can pull off, maybe the only other 
one being Green Day. I will put it out 
there that I think this is my favourite 
track from the entire album. I get the 
reminded of the American Idiot album by 
the afore mentioned Green Day with this 
track. Not in that the song sounds like 
them, because it doesn’t.  It is the song 
structure, the sections that make up the 
song flow so perfectly that it could easily 
have been split to different songs and 
still sound great, but together its a bit of 
a masterpiece.

If I had to sum up Flirting With Disasters 
Redundant in two words… Aural 
Pleasure.
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Belgian pop punk five piece For I Am 
have just released their sophomore 
album titles Late Bloomers via 
Bearded Punk Records.

As one of the most active bands in 
the Belgian music scene, For I Am 
have just dropped possibly one of the 

Giants Chair are one of those bands who 
I hadn’t come across before. So before 
hitting the play button I was unsure of 
what to expect. The info I received tells 
me that this is their first album after a 
23 year hiatus. Now, learning that Giants 

most catchy and upbeat pop punk 
records of 2019.

From start to finish there is barely 
any room left to breathe as the 
fast driving rhythms are relentless 
throughout. Vocalist Hanne 
Terweduwe lays down her seamless 
melodies perfectly over the top all 
adding up to a perfect mix. 
 
it is definitely nothing new in the pop 
punk scene. It does follow a tried and 
tested format that has succeeded 
for fo long. However, it does this so 
well that you just can’t get tired of it. 
Across the 15 tracks crammed into 
Late Bloomers, There isn’t one single 
track that you could class as a filler 
track. Every track hits you with the 
same energy time and time again, 
lifting your spirits and washing away 
those winter blues. 
What is my favourite track on the 

Chair were a 90’s emo band I had in my 
mind what to expect. 
 
Within the first couple of tracks my 
suspicions were confirmed as they have 
retained the classic emo sound from 
before the My Chemical Romance emo 
era. Whilst this should be a great thing. 
Prefabylon just doesn’t seen to pack any 
real punch. It’s not a bad album by any 
means. You are given 10 tracks that stay 
true to the bands past. This, I’m sure will 
be great for long term fans of the band. 
However, I can’t really see it winning 
many new fans, if any. 

There’s not really too much to say more 
than already said. Decent album, packs 
little to no memorable moments. For fans 
who have waited more than two decades 
for new music, I can’t help but feel they 
will be satisfied that they finally have 

album? I honestly couldn’t pick one. 
Every track is as good as the next. 
I think it could be safe to say that 
this could be the album to launch 
the Belgian punks into worldwide 
household names along side the 
likes of Against The Current and 
Paramore.

some, whilst a little disappointed there’s 
not much excitement around it.

FOR I AMFOR I AMFOR I AMFOR I AM
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Hailing from Brazil, Inner 29 
describe themselves as an indie 
rock band who go for a 2000’s 
pop-punk/emo sound. The band 
consists of Mateus Freitas (vocals, 
guitar, keyboard), Alexandre Junior 
(guitar) and Anderson Silva (bass).

The band have their new EP Now and 
Again, Here released by Indie Vision 
on 22 November.

The EP starts brightly and the first 
three numbers set off at a fair pace. 
The opening number ‘Inconsistency 
(Wears Me Out)’  immediately grabs 
your attention with its urgent guitar 
sound which drives the song along 
nicely .  Another good guitar riff, 
augmented by keyboards, kicks 
off the second track ‘Falling Apart’ 
which has a couple of nice tempo 
changes in it.

Third track ‘This Is The Last Time 
I’ll Dream’  follows in the same vein 
as the previous two.  A decent pop 
punk tune, quite catchy and guitar 
driven. Track 4, ‘Sleep Well Tonight’  
is the longest track clocking in 
at 6 minutes 50 seconds, it is 
also completely different to the 
preceding tracks. The song starts off 
with just vocals and keyboards in a 
slow ballady sort of style , two thirds 
through, the rest of the band come in 
and see the rest of the track out but 
don’t really liven it up any.  I must say 
definitely not my favourite track on 
this EP but it does show the bands 
versatility.

So far, all of the subject matter 
of the songs seem to be about 
relationships.  The next song 
‘Nothing Like It’ is different in that 
it is a sweet little song about the 
singer wishing he had grown up in 
the 80’s  because “it was cool. At 
least that’s what they say. We could 
talk face to face with plenty to say. 
While we shared our mixtapes.” 

The EP comes to a close with an 
acoustic version of the opening 
track. Slowed down and with 
keyboards more to the fore and it’s a 
nice way to end.

This was quite an interesting, well 
produced  listen and is a good debut 
release from the band, you can 
definitely hear the influence of Blink 
182 and Jimmy Eat World coming 
through.  A band to watch out for in 
the future.

 

Buy/stream the EP at:

http://indievisionmusic.storenvy.com/
products/28766599-inner-29-cd-ep

https://music.indievisionmusic.com/
album/now-and-again-here

Inner 29 on Social Networks

Facebook: www.facebook.com/
inner29band

Instagram: www.instagram.com/
inner29band

Twitter: www.twitter.com/
inner29band

Bandcamp: www.music.
indievisionmusic.com

All content © Silence Is The Enemy.  
Not to be reproduced in part or in 
whole without the express written 
permission of Silence Is The Enemy.
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Formed back in 2009 in Kiev 
Ukraine Stoned Jesus have 
impressed audiences worldwide 
with their take on the Stoner/
Doom sound, becoming 
somewhat of a legend amongst 
the ever growing stoner/doom 
underground scene. I first 
heard Stoned Jesus a few years 
back with the now cult track 
‘I’m The Mountain’. From The 
Outer Space was released on 
08 November 2019 via Napalm 
Records. 

‘The Sweet Whore Of Babylon’ 
opens with a typical drop tuned 
distorted stoner style riff that 
rings home the fact it is indeed 
an early demo. Progressing into 
poorly performed drumming that 
honestly adds some character, 
allbeit slightly off putting. Half 
way thrpugh the track things 
improve with a more tasteful 
approach to the main guitar riff 
that is more satisfying although 
it’s undoubtedly a demo.

‘Insatiable King’ takes a new 
direction that features the vocals 
of Ihor Sydorenko and droning 
typical of the genre. A sound 
known for its saturated guitar 
tones and raw edge, Insatiable 
King captures this and the early 
roots of the Stoned Jesus sound. 

‘Eastern Magic’ improves the 
vibe yet again and as the demo 
progresses the main riff features 
an interesting eastern inspired 
vibe but retaining the beefy 
stoner vibe.  Possibly my most 
favoured track but a bit lengthy 
at 10 minutes and 3 seconds, it’s 
one for the hardcore.

Each track features similarities 
and I do enjoy hearing the 
progress Stoned Jesus have 
made. A treat for fans of Stoned 
Jesus and similar sounding 
material with tasters of the sound 
the band would develop. I must 
admit I doubt I will revisit the 
demo as in my own opinion its 
more a of bonus in comparison 
to their more developed sound 
but a great insight on how the 
band started and how they have 
progressed. A great effort for 

being a demo comprising of just 
Ihor Sydorenko.

Buy From The Outer Space -
https://stonedjesus.bandcamp.
com/

Social Media
https://www.facebook.com/
stonedjesusband/
https://twitter.com/
StonedJesusBand?s=09

Website
https://stonedjesus.woolheads.
com/
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The Warriors are an American 
hardcore punk band originally from 
Tehachapi, California formed in 
2001. 8 years after their last album 
See How You Are, the band, singer 
Marshall Lichtenwaldt, drummer 
Roger Camero, bassist Joe Martin, 
and guitarists Javier Zarate and 

Giants Chair are one of those bands who 
I hadn’t come across before. So before 
hitting the play button I was unsure of 
what to expect. The info I received tells 
me that this is their first album after a 
23 year hiatus. Now, learning that Giants 

Charlie Alvarez released new album  
Monomyth on December 13th.

Album opener All Life Is One starts 
slowly and nice and calmly but soon 
has singer Lichtenwaldt singing 
with that throaty hardcore vocal 
style which along with the pounding 
drums and jagged tearing guitars 
sets the tone for the rest of the 
album. It is an effective opener which 
leads to next track The Painful Truth 
which is more of the same and is 
quite intense.

There are a few tracks (Yu’ukwep 
Nukagüd (Death Dancer) , Hutch 
, Tavi Üüs Yukwenaak (The Sun is 
Dying)  which are extremely short 
and experimental utilising synths, 
backward sections and strange 
vocal treatments which  break up the 
intensity a bit but I am not quite sure 
of the point of them.

Chair were a 90’s emo band I had in my 
mind what to expect. 
 
Within the first couple of tracks my 
suspicions were confirmed as they have 
retained the classic emo sound from 
before the My Chemical Romance emo 
era. Whilst this should be a great thing. 
Prefabylon just doesn’t seen to pack any 
real punch. It’s not a bad album by any 
means. You are given 10 tracks that stay 
true to the bands past. This, I’m sure will 
be great for long term fans of the band. 
However, I can’t really see it winning 
many new fans, if any. 

There’s not really too much to say more 
than already said. Decent album, packs 
little to no memorable moments. For fans 
who have waited more than two decades 
for new music, I can’t help but feel they 
will be satisfied that they finally have 

Death Ritual ( the first single taken 
from the album) and Within Without 
are probably the 2 best tracks on the 
album built on catchy riffs and

some, whilst a little disappointed there’s 
not much excitement around it.
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Hailing from Brazil, Inner 29 
describe themselves as an indie 
rock band who go for a 2000’s 
pop-punk/emo sound. The band 
consists of Mateus Freitas (vocals, 
guitar, keyboard), Alexandre Junior 
(guitar) and Anderson Silva (bass).

The band have their new EP Now and 
Again, Here released by Indie Vision 
on 22 November.

The EP starts brightly and the first 
three numbers set off at a fair pace. 
The opening number ‘Inconsistency 
(Wears Me Out)’  immediately grabs 
your attention with its urgent guitar 
sound which drives the song along 
nicely .  Another good guitar riff, 
augmented by keyboards, kicks 
off the second track ‘Falling Apart’ 
which has a couple of nice tempo 
changes in it.

Third track ‘This Is The Last Time 
I’ll Dream’  follows in the same vein 
as the previous two.  A decent pop 
punk tune, quite catchy and guitar 
driven. Track 4, ‘Sleep Well Tonight’  
is the longest track clocking in 
at 6 minutes 50 seconds, it is 
also completely different to the 
preceding tracks. The song starts off 
with just vocals and keyboards in a 
slow ballady sort of style , two thirds 
through, the rest of the band come in 
and see the rest of the track out but 
don’t really liven it up any.  I must say 
definitely not my favourite track on 
this EP but it does show the bands 
versatility.

So far, all of the subject matter 
of the songs seem to be about 
relationships.  The next song 
‘Nothing Like It’ is different in that 
it is a sweet little song about the 
singer wishing he had grown up in 
the 80’s  because “it was cool. At 
least that’s what they say. We could 
talk face to face with plenty to say. 
While we shared our mixtapes.” 

The EP comes to a close with an 
acoustic version of the opening 
track. Slowed down and with 
keyboards more to the fore and it’s a 
nice way to end.

This was quite an interesting, well 
produced  listen and is a good debut 
release from the band, you can 
definitely hear the influence of Blink 
182 and Jimmy Eat World coming 
through.  A band to watch out for in 
the future.

 

Buy/stream the EP at:

http://indievisionmusic.storenvy.com/
products/28766599-inner-29-cd-ep

https://music.indievisionmusic.com/
album/now-and-again-here

Inner 29 on Social Networks

Facebook: www.facebook.com/
inner29band

Instagram: www.instagram.com/
inner29band

Twitter: www.twitter.com/
inner29band

Bandcamp: www.music.
indievisionmusic.com
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Political Commentary Klaxon! 
Beans On Toast, aka singer/
songwriter Jay McAllister, has 
decided to turn his sights on 
the state of the world in 2019 
and the findings are deeply 
depressing, but hey, he sings 
about them in a particularly 
jaunty manner. So, it’s not all 
bad.

Taking aim at the rise of robots, 
taking over jobs. The population 
of the planet, ecological misery, 
the brainwashing tactics of 
the media and of course, Boris 
Johnson he sings in a plain bloke-
down-the-pub voice. It’s not a 
reflective, detailed manifesto 
so much as a cross between 
Chas ‘n’ Dave and Frank Turner 
after a couple of pints.  Not that 
there’s anything wrong with 
that and he certainly has fire in 
his belly when he bellows about 
“A handful of rich cunts not 
answering to anyone” on ‘Rich 
Vs Poor’ but that’s about as far 
as his anger goes. McAllister 
just comes across too much as a 
cheery, likable bloke not likely to 
be leading any revolutions, but he 
might write you a song to sing the 
night before battle.

Less folky than previous albums 
and with input from Lewis and 
Kitty Durham (from Kitty, Daisy 
and Lewis) there’s more of a rock 
‘n’ roll feel to the songs with 
exceptions like ‘Mountains’ which 
ventures into more familiar folk 
or the Ska infused ‘Saying Thank 
You To Robots’ which scuffles 
along pleasantly dismissing 

technology’s negative effects 
on society but for the most part 
it keeps closely to the retro 
blueprint.

‘The Inevitable Train Crash’ is 
not a detailed expose on the 
workings of the world but then 
it’s not supposed to be. What it is 
supposed to be is a collection of 
observations on society, viewed 
from the point of the working 
classes set to cheerful music and 
nothing else. It was never about 
getting the riot started, which 
given McAllister’s frustration 
with the world around him would 
make for a punchier record, 
however if you’re looking for a 
similar viewpoint but in an angrier 
voice maybe I could offer you 
something in an Idles or possibly 
Slaves sir?

Given that actual beans on toast 

is most commonly seen as a 
comfort food, I suppose it’s not 
surprising that ‘The Inevitable 
Train Wreck’ comes across as a 
kind of comfort music. Pleasing, 
reasonably filling but inevitably 
you hunger for something with 
more substance.
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BY KENNY LEHAN

Californian rapper The Game 
needs little introduction 
after rising from the streets 
of Compton California after 
legendary hip hop producer Dr 
Dre took him under his wing 
signing to his Aftermath label 
and collaborating with the 
likes of 50 Cent and G Unit in 
the 00’s projecting The Game 
to household name status 
worldwide.  The Documentary 
album introduced The Game 
to the worldwide market back 
in 2005, now in 2019 The 
Game releases Born 2 Rap 
featuring a collection of all-star 
collaborators including Travis 
Barker, Ed Sheeran and more. 
Born 2 Rap, rumoured to be 
The Game’s final albums, was 
released 29 November 2019 via 
Entertainment One US. I dive in 
below. 

First of the mammoth 25 tracks is 
‘City Of Sin’, which in my opinion 
has a great chill out feel and 
giant sounding bass guitar and 
synth. Although I can’t say I am 
an Ed Sheeran fan, the track may 
have suited being a instrumental, 
but fans of  Ed Sheeran may 
enjoy the short track. 

‘No Smoke’ featuring Miguel and 
Travis Barker,  is an interesting 
track as it has an almost rock 
feel without straying away too 
far from its hip hop sound. A 
catchy number that has left an 
impression on me... I dug this one.

Being a Bassist myself one of 
my favourite elements of hip 
hop is the Bass Guitar as it can 
carry a Hip Hop track and a 
good example of this is ‘Carmen 
Electra’ featuring a interesting  
bassline/hook that accompanies  
the main hook and feel of the 
track. 

The title track ‘Born 2 Rap’ has a 
swing and groove to its main hook 
that has me nodding and feeling 
its groove. Some atmospheric 
stuff going on also, which hides in 
the mix slightly, but works well. 

Other stand out tracks ‘The Code’, 
‘Ask For Me’ and ‘One Life’.

Rolling in at 1 hour 30 mins and 
12 secs, featuring a whopping 
25 tracks - arguably 2 whole 
albums worth of material. Some 
really surprising sounds to me as 
I haven’t listened to The Game 
for over a decade. A much fuller 

sound that has matured into a 
versatile experience that anyone 
can relate to.  Production on 
Born 2 Rap is clean tight and 
full without being clinical. I 
feel I would revisit some of the 
tracks on Born 2 Rap and I would 
recommend the album as there is 
something for everyone.

Social Media

https://twitter.com/
thegame?s=09

https://www.facebook.com/
thegame/

https://www.facebook.com/
thegame/
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Year of the Goat’s third full length 
album continues a fairly direct 
progression from their earlier work, 
mining the vein of hard and heavy 
occult rock that seems abundant in 
Sweden as of late.  Their production 
has always been stellar, the sound 
slowly taking on more distortion 
while staying recognizable.  Fans of 
the current doom resurgence won’t 
be thrown off but these aren’t long 
psychedelic meanderings for the 
most part.  Guitar solos are melodic 
and clean but don’t go on and on.  
The real growth here in my opinion 
is their lyrical content.  While their 
first record consisted of obliquely 

Sweet Pill are a band who have 
been surfing the pop punk / emo 
wave for just over a year and have 
quickly found their own voice. The 
Philadelphia-via-Glassboro quintet 
create infectious tracks that plant 

satanic lyrics, the second was more 
of a pagan fantasy.  This time out 
Eriksson wraps his powerful vocals 
around words with considerably 
deeper meaning.  I’m glad to see 
them developing their message 
and sound; they deserve a lot more 
attention than they’ve gotten so 
far and it’s clear that they’re in 
this for the long haul.  Hopefully 
their next album will show them 
embracing their infernal free will and 
celebrating it.
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themselves deep within your psyche 
which will see you singing them 
subconsciously throughout the day.

Their previous EP was as many 
bands do now-a-days, completely 
self made. Miss This / Tell Me sees 
them make their Know Hope Records 
debut.

Whilst only two tracks long, there 
is enough punch there to make you 
want more. This is a band i’ll be 
keeping my eye on in the future and 
look forward to more news from 
their camp. If you like bands like Milk 
Teeth then Sweet Pill are definitely 
worth checking out.
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German group Knasterbart have 
steered clear of all things golden 
and glamorous and chosen the 
hard life of a bunch of partying 
hicks instead! These seven dudes 
keep finding the stars in the gutter 
and have done so since 2012, 
churning out truly unique folk 
rock full of lewd humor, naughty 
daydreams and a healthy dose of 
self-mockery courtesy of musicians 
of Versengold and Mr. Hurley 
& Die Pulveraffen! Their fourth 
album, Perlen vor die Säue (“Pearls 
before swine”), is a smorgasbord 
of catchy and tongue-in-cheek 
songs full of outlaw party flavor 
(‘Ringelpiez am Kiez’), tear-jerking 
moments (‘Bambis Mama’) and a 
peculiar love/hate relationship with 
Christmas (‘Herzchen im Schnee’). 
This is a hefty, rough-and-ready 
album for all future piglets and 
those who already know how to 
grunt!” – Napalm Records.

I check out Perlen Vor Die Säue, 
released 29 November 2019 via 
Napalm Records below.

Opening the album is ‘Perlen Fur 
Die Säue’ which is a fun track with 
typical hillbilly inspired pig and barn 
sounds. It’s an upbeat number that 
has a fun vibe and great gang vocal 
in the chorus; the lyrics of course 
being in German exclusively.  A 
definite fresh take on folk inspired 
music.

‘Backpfeifensonate in D-Moll’, 

translated in English to Baking 
Pipe In D Minor, is a song title too 
compelling to ignore, featuring 
elements of spaghetti western 
style guitars and chants that flow 
amongst the upbeat folk rock, a 
short instrumental that is charming.

 ‘Gib Dich Auf’, upon its intro could 
easily pass as a Celtic inspired 
track until returning to the bands 
signature blend of German folk rock. 

I’m definitely under the impression 
that a Knasterbart live show would 
be a night to remember and the 
album will be difficult to forget. Their 
image, sound and outlook are hard 
to ignore making for an interesting 
combination. Each track having 
its own flavour yet retaining their 
signature German moonshine blend 
of folk rock. 

Buy Perlen Vor Die Säue here:

https://smarturl.it/PerlenVordieSaeue

KANSTERBART are –

Hotze (Vocals)

Fummelfips (Vocals, Mandolin)

Hackepeter (Guitar)

Schramme (Guitar

Fidolin (Violin) 

Klappstuhl (Bass)

Knüppelkalle (Drums)

Social Media

https://www.facebook.com/
KnasterbartOffiziell/

Website

https://www.knasterbart.de/
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With their sights set on the 
night skies Kettle of Kites’ 
second album is a sci-fi 
driven concept piece but is it 
heavenly?
Opener ‘Supernova’ uses a 
gentle trickle of guitars and 
electronica as a background 
to lift off, before building 
towards crescendo and on 
‘Lights Go Out’ there’s a 
flourish of keyboards guiding 
the track but for the most part 
it’s surprising how folky rather 
than futuristic the album 
sounds.

Songs such as ‘In the Dome’ 
or ‘Orchid’ certainly have an 
old world feel with banjos, 
almost monk-like vocals and 
harmonies reminiscent of 
Green-era R.E.M. It’s a bit of 
a juxtaposition between their 
Isaac Asimov influences and 
the down to Earth pop rock 
indie sounds, not to say the 
album suffers because of it. 
It is a very pretty record but 
closer to Midlake than Star 
Trek.

‘Arrows’ is a polished, layered 
album, it certainly gives more 
away on repeated listens, 
however it’s sheer politeness 
sometimes frustrates. You just 
want them to let rip and get 
messy, don’t get me wrong 
lead singer Tom Stearn opens 
his soul on each of the nine 
tracks but without truly letting 
go. No howling into the abyss 
here, there’s always a sense 
of control to the performance 
even if there is an underlying 
nervousness to the music, 

gliding close to, but never fully 
engaging jittery-edged post 
rock pop mode. It feels like 
they missed an opportunity 
to add another dimension to 
the album. Something sour to 
compliment the sweetness.

It does sound big in places, 
closer ‘Oliver’ is particularly 
epic and canny use of 
orchestral backing means 
‘Arrows’ is never opulent 
or swollen but buoyed and 
complimented. So, although 
the band have written an 
album for the expanse of 
space it generally feels much 
more intimate than infinite. 

Kettle Of Kites have produced 
a very human experience at 
odds with the cold influences 
of science fiction that they 
were drawn to when writing 
this record, a pleasing 

anomaly. As they say in sci-fi.
All content © Silence Is The 
Enemy.  Not to be reproduced 
in part or in whole without the 
express written permission of 
Silence Is The Enemy.
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Those hardy souls who braved 
the Scottish weather and made 
their way to the aptly named 
Voodoo Rooms in Edinburgh to 
see Tav Falco, who is on the road 
to support new album  ‘Cabaret 
of Daggers’, were in for a musical 
treat.

The relatively small but 
appreciative audience were 
suitably warmed up by the 
psychedelic tinged garage band 
sounds Of Glasgow’s Primevals 
when at 9.15 pm The Panther 
Burns strolled on to the stage 
and launched into The Shadows 
number ‘Apache’.  As the song 
finishes the familiar sounds of 
‘Oh, How She Dances’ start up 
and here comes the man himself!

Looking every inch the southern 
gentleman (but definitely not 
looking his 74 years) Tav plays 
the part of circus Carney who is 
trying to entice us in to see the 
collection of circus ‘curiosities’ 
as the band chug along in the 
background.

A word about the band, this 
latest incarnation of The Panther 
Burns rocks!  Italians Giuseppe 
Sangirardi  bass, Walter Brunetti 
drums and Mario Monterosso 
guitar all look the part and sound 
like they have played with Tav 
forever. They are rock solid and 
provide the perfect backing for 
Tav to perform his magic.

Tav has 40 years experience and 
a wealth of material to draw on 
for his shows and his selection 
tonight showcases his more 
exotic side as he comes across as 
a mysterious character steeped 
in Louisiana Voodoo conjuring up 
these magical musical gems. His 
music is a strange brew which 
stretches from his rockabilly 
/ hillbilly roots to encompass 
Latin tango rhythms, Deep South 
depression blues and cabaret like 
songs and back again.

Tav sure does love to dance and 
on a number of occasions he 
parts company with his guitar 
and sets off twirling around the 
stage much to the delight of the 
audience. We even get some Elvis 
the Pelvis moves, giving a nod to 
his rockabilly and Memphis past.

Tav obviously showcases tunes 
from the new album and for me 
the highlight of the night was 
a rendition of Jolie Holland’s 
‘Old Fashioned Morphine’.  Tav 
had the audience spellbound 
as he drawled “Give me that old 

fashioned morphine, give me that 
old fashioned morphine, it’s good 
enough for me”. 

Other notable tunes were a lively 
romp through Alex Chilton’s 
‘Bangkok’, ‘Sway’, ‘Sweet Lotus 
Blossom’, ‘Born Too Late’ and 
‘Strange Fruit’. ‘Master Of Chaos’ 
brings the set to a close and 
Tav exits the stage to rapturous 
applause.

After a few minutes the band 
strike up another instrumental, 
the haunting  ‘Sleep Walk’ which 
is followed by Tavs  reappearance 
and the final number ‘New World 
Order Blues’, which sounded 
like a rant against the current 
President of the USA, brings the 
evening to a close.

Tav stays around to sign 
whatever is thrust at him and 
pose for endless photos before 
disappearing into the night to 
seek whatever it is that keeps 
him going. 

Tav Falco – The man, the legend.

https://www.facebook.com/
tavofalco/

http://www.tavfalco.com/

https://twitter.com/tavofalco
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What have you been up to since the last FWD 
release?

Chazz: We played a bunch of epic shows after the 
release of “Live It Up”. With bands ranging from 
Yellowcard to Pennywise. It was great! We also 
ended up taking a little bit of a break for a while, 
not for any real reason other than we just weren’t 
focusing on making music at the time, at least as a 
band. I released my solo “Chazz Valentine” album 
‘Generation Y’ which was great to finally get out as 
that was really overdue. 

Why has it taken so long for the followup?

Chazz: Life. We’ve all got kids now, two of us for a 
while, and 2 more recently, so playing music isn’t 
always a priority. We tried a few times to start 
writing and recording, and although I feel like we 

had some great ideas, nothing really excited us that 
much until we had a break and then started coming 
up with the new songs. Sometimes when you can’t 
find influences that inspire you enough, you have to 
inspire yourself by writing something that makes 
you go “fuck, that is the direction we need to take!”. 
Kev and I wrote and recorded “Catastrophizing” 
in one night, and then when everyone in the band 
heard it that was the moment for us where the 
writing stream began. Tony then wrote “Out of the 
band” and it was all on from there! We’d got the 
song writing bug and knew exactly the direction we 
wanted to take this album.

As a DIY band, are there any obstacles that you 
have come across in recording and releasing 
music?
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Chazz: Mostly trying to get the music out there for 
people to listen to. It’s almost impossible unless 
people share our music with their friends. We don’t 
get played on the radio or TV (to be fair, we haven’t 
even tried) and I feel like marketing is our Achilles 
heel. We can create all the music, record / produce / 
mix / master it and do the videos, but when it comes 
to actually getting it out to people, we always fall 
short. Hopefully the new album “Redundant” will 
change that.

Why do you think that it is so hard for NZ bands to 
break out of the country?

Tony: Or out of their suburb…. I’m not sure. Maybe 
we are forgotten about way down here at the ass 
end of the world. It doesn’t help that there isn’t a 
lot of rock music marketed nowadays as opposed 
to when we all starting playing, or at least it seems 
that way in NZ.

Chazz: It’s extremely expensive to tour the world 
from New Zealand, and there’s not a big enough 
population here to be able to make a living from it 
from just local sales / shows. If you tour overseas 
for a month or 6 months, what do you do you when 
you get back home and have no money? How do you 
pay rent when you’re away? It’s a hard one to figure 
out.

What is the difference between writing and 
playing in FWD and in your other projects over the 
years?

Chazz: It’s not too different. We all do it for fun and 
have always done it that way. We’re not influenced 
by whats on the radio or TV or past successes / 
failures, so our music is always honest. I think the 
only difference with playing in FwD is there’s a 
little more room to bring in songs that we may have 
written for other projects. For example Tony wrote 
“Deadwood” and “Panic Attack” almost a decade 
ago. Those songs fit so well with the album so we 
re-did them for it. And tracks like “It’s Alright” and 
“Never Made Sense To Me” I originally wrote as solo 
songs, but the style was so close to FwD that we 
incorporated them into the album too.

What are your ambitions for fwd?

Tony:  To keep making music we wish other bands 
would make, whatever else comes is a bonus.  

To get our music heard and play a bunch of great 
shows! We would all love to do a tour of the states 
too, as we’ve never done that.

So what’s coming up for FWD in 2020?

Chazz: We’ve just got a really good show confirmed 
so we’re announcing that. Hopefully write and put 
out some more music and or music videos. Basically 
want to try and keep the momentum going.

Any plans on touring outside of NZ?

Chazz: None yet, but we’d definitely do a tour if we 
were offered one.

Fingers crossed you guys make it to Glasgow so I 
can finally catch a show.

Chazz: haha that would be amazing! The Rabble 
loved playing in Glasgow, so FwD would no doubt be 
the same.

If you could tour with anyone, past or present, who 
would it be? Why?

Chazz: I’d have to say Green Day because they are 
my favorite band. Rancid and The Unseen would be 
up there on the list too!

What’s your song writing process?

Tony:   It varies a lot, some songs like “Cynical” and 
“Come Undone” we have the music for first and then 
wrote lyrics for later, some are more complete when 
one of us brings them to the band. But it’s always 
a case of jamming the idea and everyone ads their 
own stamp to each track.  

Chazz: Yeah it’s different for every song. Some 
songs we’ll just be jamming in a room and Kev will 
come up with a drum beat, and someone will start 
playing along and then boom you have a song. 
That happened for tracks like “Come Undone” and 
“Bleeding Out” etc. Other times ideas just come to 
you. I wrote quite a bit of “I don’t wanna get up” and 
“White Noise” in my head while I was walking to 
work. And “Never made sense to me” in my head on 
my scooter riding home after Kev and I were out at a 
bar having a beer talking about what we wanted to 
write songs about. 

Who are your influences?

Chazz: To be honest, there’s not many new bands 
that are inspiring me at the moment, so I’m still 
taking a lot of influence from bands like Rancid, 
Green Day, Millencolin, The Living End etc. The guys 
all love bands of that era, Blink |82, Lagwagon, Bad 
Religion etc. The 90’s 00’s style punk is our favorite. 
Modern music kinda makes me wanna throw myself 
down some stairs. I’d rather listen to white noise....... 
;-)

What other NZ artists should we all be checking 
out?

Chazz: Our good friend Scotty Rocker plays in a 
new band called “Movin in Stereo”. They are based 
in Sweden but they are amazing and definitely 
worth checking out. I also dig Fallstate. I mixed 
their recent E.P and think they are doing some great 
music. Sort of “Four Year Strong” sort of vibe.

The people of New Zealand seem to be very 
passionate about their own music scene, you even 
have NZ Music Month. Why do you think this is?

Chazz: haha. Small pond. I guess we like to pat 
ourselves on the back and celebrate art that is 
created in NZ. FwD wouldn’t usually be recognized 
by any of that carry on as it’s usually the popular 
radio music that gets celebrated.

https://www.facebook.com/Movininstereo/
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It’s not every day that you see a true 
musical icon and legend and as far 
as I am concerned Ronnie Spector, 
lead singer of famed early 60’s girl 
group The Ronettes and survivor of a 
marriage to the somewhat eccentric 
genius music producer Phil Spector, 
certainly qualifies for that description.
There is no support act tonight so at the stroke of 
8.00pm the backing band (guitar, bass, drums, 2 
keyboard players and 2 new Ronettes backing singers) 
strode on to the stage to the sound of ‘Spanish Harlem’.

The band launched into an instrumental melody 
of Ronnie’s hits and as the song closed the woman 
herself made her appearance clad all in black with her 
trademark bouffant as wild as ever.

It’s a Christmas show so what better to start with than 
‘Frosty The Snowman’ and what a voice this woman has!  
She already has the audience in the palm of her hand as 
she then sings ‘Because’ a cover of a Dave Clark song.

This woman is 76 years old (not that it showed) so we can 
forgive her for having a seat between songs and chatting 
to the audience.  A large screen behind her silently plays 
old footage of the Ronettes (Ronnie, her older sister 
Estelle, and their cousin Nedra) and Ronnie reminisces.  
She tells us that Santa was her first crush and for years 
she believed that he lived on top of Macys in New York.

It is the next song which starts to get the audience going 
as she sings old Ronettes number ‘Do I Love You’ which 
brings the first standing ovation of the night.  It may be 
Christmas but it’s the Ronettes hits the crowd want to 
hear.

Next up is a Frankie Lymon cover ‘It’s Christmas Once 
Again’ before she brings the house down with ‘Baby I 
Love You’ followed by another Christmas song ‘Under 
The Mistletoe’. The pattern has been set non Christmas 
song followed by Christmas song!

Ronnie has another sit down and as footage of the 
Ronettes being interviewed by Dick Clark is played 
followed by images of the Peppermint Lounge, she tells 
of how the group got their first break dancing at the 
Peppermint. She then launches into a raucous version 
of Ray Charles ‘What’d I Say’ where the “new” Ronettes 
come into their own and provide tremendous backing to 
Ronnie who also encourages audience participation with 
a bit of call and response. This brings the first set to a 
close as Ronnie exits the stage leaving the band to bring 
the number to an end.

After a 15 minute wait the band reappear and play an old 
Amos Milburn tune ‘Christmas (Comes But Once A Year)’ 
before Ronnie reappears singing ‘Sleigh Ride’.

Ronnie talked about her love of doo wop music and told 
us that one of her main musical inspirations was Frankie 
Lymon before singing a version of The Students ‘I’m 
So Young’ which again showed off how good her voice 
was.  Next up was ‘Best Christmas Ever’ followed by 2 
Ronettes numbers ‘Walking In The Rain’ and ‘(The Best 
Part Of) Breakin’ Up’ which had the crowd in ecstasy.

‘How Can You Mend A Broken Heart?’   a heartfelt tribute 
to Estelle who died in 2009 was followed by Irving 
Berlin’s ‘Happy Holiday’.

The screen above Ronnie’s head now showed Amy 
Winehouse in a record store looking at a Ronnettes 
album.  “Oh look” her companion said “They have hair 
like you”.  “No” replies Amy “I have hair like them” as she 
paid homage to their iconic status. Ronnie treated us to a 
fantastic version of Amy’s ‘Back To Black’ to bring us to 
the song that everyone had come to hear.

The song that Brian Wilson of the Beach Boys described 
as the “greatest record ever produced.” and who would 
argue with that?  The song that Billboard ranked at No. 
1 on its list of the greatest girl group songs of all-time.  
The song with one of the most iconic drum intros of all 
time (three beats of a bass drum followed by a snare).  
The song that exemplified Phil Spectors Wall Of Sound, 
‘Be My Baby’.

The whole audience are up and singing to this one, hell 
people are even leaving their seats and going to the front 
of the stage!  This song is a stone cold classic and tonight 
it was delivered as fresh as it first was over 50 years ago, 
what a song, what a performance!

This brings set 2 to a close and the demand for an encore 
was overwhelming.  Back comes Ronnie dressed as 
Santa for ‘I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus’ after which 
she tells us about her first night in England back in 1964 
which was spent with The Beatles which leads her to 
sing John Lennon’s Christmas tune ‘Happy Xmas (War Is 
Over) before bringing the night to an end with the last 
Ronettes hit ‘I Can Hear Music’.

What a wonderful night, what a wonderful woman.  What 
a wonderful start to Christmas this was!

All content © Silence Is The Enemy.  Not to be 
reproduced in part or in whole without the express 
written permission of Silence Is The Enemy.
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This was The Faim’s third time of the year 
being in Scotland and it was certainly a great 
choice of support acts to open for them. 
Waiting outside the venue there wasn’t much 
of a queue to get in which was interesting 
especially considering the other gigs they 
had played earlier on in the year in both King 
Tuts and Sneaky Pete’s. It was still sure to be 
a good night though despite whatever crowd 
showed up or didn’t. 
The first band on for the night was American band 
Cemetery Sun, they had catchy upbeat songs that were 
easy to enjoy and quick to pick up on with many people 
singing along by the last choruses of various songs by 
the band.  Their songs had catchy singalong sections that 
allowed for good crowd interaction despite the crowd at 
the time being incredibly small, something which I felt 
was disappointing as it felt as though the band deserved 
more than they got that night.  

The way the band moved onstage was really enjoyable 
to watch with singer Josh Doty making the most effort 
to control what little crowd there was as well as getting 
really into the songs and putting on a good performance.  
Their songs made great use of harmonies with the 
guitarist/backing vocalist Matt Scarpelli complimenting 
Josh’s vocals incredibly well with the blend of vocals 
being so delicate yet keeping the intensity of the songs 
being played.  Before going into one song the drummer 
of the band walked up to Matt and kicked his ass before 
running back behind the kit immediately causing the 
band members to laugh. 

Singer Josh had incredible crowd control and managed 
to get people clapping along as well as getting down 
to jump when the chorus hit in one of their songs which 
was quite early in the set. Josh announced the release 
of their recent album Haunted before going into the 
song ‘Haunted’.  They also had an anthem of a song 
called ‘Piece of Sh*t’ which had many people bopping 
their heads and singing along to the melody of the song 
after being shown it by the frontman. Overall the bands 
incredibly catchy songs and emotional intensity that 
drags the listener in, made for a really good set and 
it’s definitely worth checking out the band if you like 
other bands such as: Thirty Seconds to Mars or Twenty 
One Pilots, although there’s also bound to be almost 
something for everyone to enjoy of theirs.

https://www.facebook.com/CemeterySun

Unfortunately for Hot Milk they had incredibly difficult 
guitar issues, it was unclear of what was wrong but the 

members managed to deal with the issue very quickly 
with singer/guitarist Jim Shaw pretending to play the 
guitar as he ran about the stage singing the songs.  It 
was an interesting dynamic between the two singers, 
the other being guitarist/singer Hannah, listening to 
them sing the songs swapping between the two vocalists 
was an enjoyable listen, although at some points the 
levels seemed quite difficult to hear.  They played their 
new release ‘Candy Coated Lie$’ which was enjoyable 
for many within the crowd as they bopped along to the 
alternative and borderline pop sounding tune.  Many of 
the band’s songs had people waving their hands up and 
down to the beat as the band controlled the audience 
as they could, between playing guitar and trying to sort 
out issues with one of the guitars on the stage.  Their set 
seemed to have gone as best as it could have gone with 
the issues that they had faced with the guitars, although 
it was still enjoyed by many.

https://www.facebook.com/youlikehotmilk/

Once again, The Faim put on yet another set filled with 
high energy and lots of movement, as the audience 
screamed along to every song they played. The first 
members to come to the stage were bassist/keyboardist/
backing vocalist Stephen Beerkens and drummer Linden 
Marissen.  Stephen ran about the stage playing his bass 
guitar before he was joined onstage by guitarist Samuel 
Tye then eventually singer Josh Raven.  The first song 
of the set was ‘Tongue Tied’ which had an exceptional 
reception from the crowd with various people screaming 
along.  

Unfortunately, the audience didn’t fill out too much 
despite the main act now being on, although the room 
did pack a few more people.  The second song of the 
night ‘Amelie’ brought an even larger hype to the crowd 
with people screaming along to the upbeat song, with 
various sections within it where people were jumping and 
screaming to the singalong parts of the song.

As the setlist progressed so did people’s emotions 
and during ‘Make Believe’ yet again, there was various 
audience members crying to the emotionally touching 
song.  All of the band members were on top of their 
game both with their presence on the stage as well as 
their performance, constantly being both interesting to 
listen to as well as watch - as at times you couldn’t be too 
sure with how they were going to move or interact with 
one another.  During multiple points in the set Josh and 
Stephen would go up to each other and interact while 
Stephen passionately plays his bass guitar Josh would 
stomp about in Stephen’s direction to the music.  At one 
particular point in the set Josh had introduced a song 
and it meant that Sam would be playing the opening 
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riff to the song however, he made a mistake playing the 
riff which caused Josh and the rest of the room to laugh 
slightly at the little mistake which was made.  Josh had 
said to do it again, so Sam did however he made the 
exact same mistake, with a third attempt however all was 
well. 

There was so much interaction with the crowd both 
during songs and in between songs, with Josh getting 
the crowd to clap, sing along or even get down to start 
jumping. The room was buzzing with everyone that was 
in it and it didn’t seem like the vibe was going to be killed 
off anytime soon, especially with them playing songs 
such as ‘Saints of the Sinners’ and ‘My Heart Needs to 
Breathe’.  Both of those songs got the room absolutely 
going with everyone at the front of the audience jumping 
along and waving their hands when conducted to by the 
frontman. Briefly during ‘Saints of the Sinners’ there was 
a surprise appearance from Hannah from Hot Milk as 
she roller skates across the stage and back which was 
a very interesting movement to witness.  The Faim also 
did a beautiful version of their song ‘Words Apart’ as in 
the beginning it was stripped back just to be piano and 
vocals before towards the end of the song it kicks in to 
include the full band, with Stephen swapping quickly 
from piano to playing bass, which created a strong 
dynamic impact, as it had just been the audience quiet 
listening to the beauty of the song. 

With every song that went by there was the feeling of 
wanting more and you knew at one point the night had 
to come to a close but thankfully, by this section, it was 
only midway through the bands set. They went on to play 
songs such as ‘Midland Line’ which was well received as 
well as songs such as ‘Fire’ and ‘When it Comes’ which 
both had the audience singing and dancing along which 
made the room feel a lot more compassionate. One of the 

bands final songs was ‘Summer is a Curse’ which had the 
audience involved even more, even when you thought it 
was almost unlikely that there could be any more to give 
from the crowd. The audience was completely feeding 
off the bands energy and it was the same in return from 
the band which was more than evident. The Faim ended 
their set on the title track of their recent album release 
‘State of Mind’ which was a good build of emotion to end 
the night on. 

https://www.facebook.com/TheFaim/

The night despite the lack of audience for the most 
part, was very enjoyable with a lot of crowd interaction 
for all bands. The energy throughout the night was at a 
constant high and many people were constantly on the 
move, either dancing, bopping slightly or head banging 
along to the songs that they felt deserved a bit of a 
thrash. A few of the songs by all the bands got a decent 
reaction from the audience which had them jumping 
repeatedly during various sections. Overall the show 
seemed to be enjoyed by many with people walking 
away happy from the stage before going off to meet the 
opening acts after The Faim finished. 

All content © Silence Is The Enemy.  Not to be 
reproduced in part or in whole without the express 
written permission of Silence Is The Enemy.
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Swiss rock band YOKKO made a second 
appearance in Japan and I had a great honour 
to photograph them again at Tsutaya O-Nest in 
Tokyo on Tuesday night.  The first time they came 
to Japan was in 2017 for supporting their second 
album ‘To the Fighters. To the Boxers’ released 
in March 2016.  I had opportunity to photograph 
their two shows at that time.  Their beautiful 
melody and the great personality of each member 
really touched my heart and I have been looking 
forward to seeing them again.

YOKKO was formed in Bern, Switzerland, in 2011.  
Their music style is often called as indie, pop, rock, 
alternative and so on.  However, they named their 
sound as ‘Atlantic Wave’ by themselves.  I think it 
is a good idea because it is far better than to be 
categorised by someone else.  And it speaks their 
specific sound very well.  The words ‘Atlantic Wave’ 
make me imagine their dynamics and deepness of 
the sound that encompasses a wide variety of music 
styles.  

Should I explain about their band name?  I 
suppose so. The band name ‘YOKKO’ comes from 
Japanese name Yoko.  They were planning to 
play internationally right from the start.  So they 
researched a name that everyone around the world 
can pronounce easily and found a Japanese female 
name Yoko. With adding ‘K’ to it, the band name 
ended up ‘YOKKO’.

After they made a big success with releasing two 
albums that climbed to top 10 on the Swiss album 
charts, receiving a Swiss music award, playing 300 
shows in Europe and Japan, they went on a hiatus. 
Some embarked on a journey, others focused on 
writing music. Each member took time to rethink his 
life and music.  And, they are back!

On this tour, keyboard player Timo joined and 
supported the band.  On hearing the first note, I 
realized that they have dramatically changed since 
2017.  Their earlier work has a much more pop 
feeling, which is good of course, because we can 
feel the simple joy of music in it.  There’s no reason 
to deny pop-rock music.  However, they must have 
found their way to go much deeper.  Their sound 
has become heavier and darker.  The lighting was 

also dark and that made my shooting a little bit 
challenging.  

Their set list was almost filled with two EP’s 
released this year, ‘Soliva’ and ‘Soliva II’.  The 
atmosphere was serious and dark mostly 
throughout the night.  Many songs have both very 
calm part and explosive part.  I felt that the big 
dynamics is the most fantastic part of their updated 
sound.  That was well received by the Japanese 
audience. They often got excited on the explosive 
part. 

Beautiful and powerful voice of Adrian was amazing 
and I was impressed by his emotional stage 
behaviour.  Although he is a lead singer, he stood on 
the left side on the stage during the show.  I guess 
this might be due to the changes in their style.  
Philipp’s rich guitar tone has been the core of their 
sound since 2017, and I felt it became more and 
more significant. 

For the last song in their encore, the band walked 
down to the floor and performed an acoustic 
version of ‘Calling All Gods’ from their first album 
‘Seven Seas’.  That was such a good mood and 
especially touching.

In a conversation with singer Adrian after the gig, 
he said he once deleted the pop elements of their 
sound, and after the hiatus, he wanted to go much 
more deeper and darker.  I loved their updated 
sound. It was full of inspirations and struck a chord 
with me.

It was very nice to see them in this intimate gig, but 
I believe they deserve a far larger audience.  That’s 
why I take pictures of them and write a gig review.  
If you haven’t seen them yet, I highly recommend 
you going to their show.  These guys are a band to 
watch out for in the future.  Luckily, they will come 
to Japan next year for the event of Tokyo 2020 
Olympics.  Nothing about live performance has 
been confirmed yet, but let’s make it happen!  Keep 
your eyes peeled for more updates!

Website: http://www.yokko.tv

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/yokkolads/
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